Making History Come to Life

Virtual Museums
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Remember when...
Helen Kim's Journey to Korea
The Life of Shirley Mai
Joyce: The Battle for Opportunities in 1986: HK or US

1. Immigrant
2. Artfact
3. Timeline Video
4. My Maps
5. Oral Abstract
6. Reflection
7. Extra Credit
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What?
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Engage Students with Interactive Images and Videos

Accelerate learning by creating dynamic multimedia images, videos and 360°
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THREE POWERFUL EDITORS
IMAGES
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THREE POWERFUL EDITORS
IMAGES
VIDEOS
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THREE POWERFUL EDITORS
IMAGES
VIDEOS
360° IMAGES
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THREE POWERFUL EDITORS
IMAGES, VIDEOS, 360° IMAGES

Teachers and students use ThingLink to explore and create rich, engaging, multi-media projects.
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Add notes and points of information to images, or embed Google Forms, Slides, videos, or quizzes.

bit.ly/thinglinkccss18
Virtual Museums
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Across the World
Ying Wang, China, 2006
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College Exploration
Betty Brown’s Story Quilt

Betty Brown’s Story

1. Character Introduction Flipgrid
2. Final Quilt Journal
3. Story Quilt (picture)
4. Character Profile
5. Final Personal Reflections

Slavery Story Quilts
Augment YouTube videos with additional information, orienting questions, and more.

ThingLink interactive video contains clickable hotspots such as text, images, video, music, and maps. Hotspots appear for the viewer during play giving an option to explore the embedded content while pausing the video in the background.
Add student narration and closeup photos to 360° images to create your own virtual tour.
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Welcome to 8th Grade United States History!
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360 Room Tour
INTERACTIVE MAPS, INFOGRAPHICS, VIDEOS, OR 360 DEGREE HISTORICAL AND NATURE TOURS

Struggle for Justice
Civil Rights Hotspots
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Layer content with over 70 call to action tags

What truly sets ThingLink apart is the diverse range of rich media you can easily layer on top of your content.
THINGLINK EDITOR WORKS WITH OTHER SERVICES

Use resources from your online databases and library subscriptions to find content for your tags. Share your ThingLink creations in your Google Classroom or LMS via link or embed code.

CONTENT TAGS: EXAMPLES OF SERVICES YOU CAN SHOW IN THE IMAGE

- Discovery Education
- Wikipedia
- Padlet
- Flipgrid
- Google for Education

SHARING: SERVICES WHERE YOU CAN SHARE YOUR INTERACTIVE CREATIONS

- Canvas
- Blackboard
- Edmodo
- Moodle
- Schoology
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Why?
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Student content creation promotes highest levels of learning
- Student content creation promotes highest levels of learning
- ThingLink improves students’ practical skills in mastering mobile digital tools
● Student content creation promotes highest levels of learning
● ThingLink improves students’ practical skills in mastering mobile digital tools
● ThingLink works with your existing equipment and is a sustainable resource
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Engaging
- Engaging
- Interactive
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- Engaging
- Interactive
- Creative
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● Engaging
● Interactive
● Creative
● Critical Thinking
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● Engaging
● Interactive
● Creative
● Critical Thinking
● Endless Possibilities
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- Engaging
- Interactive
- Creative
- Critical Thinking
- Endless Possibilities
- Opportunity to apply/practice tech skills
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● Engaging
● Interactive
● Creative
● Critical Thinking
● Enless Possibilities
● Opportunity to apply/practice tech skills
● FUN!
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Virtual Museums
Advice and Tips from the Experts

Advice
The Most Challenging Part
What I Enjoyed the Most

Click for more tips
● Embed in Museum: feedback/comments/questions
● Visitors share stories
● Students’ reflection on process
● Immigrants share their stories
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Ask your immigrant to answer 10 questions:
1) What was life like in your country of birth?
2) Why did you leave your country of origin?
3) Why did you choose America?
4) How did you feel about going to America?
5) Describe your journey to America.
6) What was your first impression of America?
7) Describe your adjustment to America.
8) Share a fun story about your immigration process.
9) What does America mean to you?
10) Share anything about your immigration story.
Name: Immigrant First Name, Last Name: per

Password: faellisisland
Rakhee 2
May 21
Immigrant’s Story, Greep Per 7

Zarina P
May 20

Jeffrey 3
May
Victoria Cheng's Immigrant Story
PLEASE SHARE YOUR STORIES, QUESTIONS, COMMENTS.

Thanks for visiting!

Thanks for visiting my Chinese Immigration Virtual Museum. Any comments, feedback and/or questions are welcome. Feel free to also share your immigration story with us. How did you/your family/your ancestors come to America? Just press the plus sign and record your message on Flipgrid. Thanks for visiting and for sharing!
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Enslaved People of Monticello

tell their stories

PW: slaverystoryquilts2018
The Educator’s Guide to FLIPGRID.

By Sean Fahey and Karly Moura

I LOVE IT!
AMPLIFY STUDENT VOICE!

1. Get started with a free trial* of a Flipgrid Classroom account!

2. Go to Flipgrid.com to create an account.

3. Click “upgrade” in top of the Admin

4. Use the Promo Code: NAKATSUKA

*Valid for a 45-day trial of Flipgrid Classroom.
Reflections

- Practice!
- Persevere!
- Get help if/when you need it
- Remember: yes it’s worth it!
- Have fun!
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Thanks!

Any questions?

Karalee Nakatsuka
First Avenue Middle School
knakatsu@ausd.net
@historyfrog
Credits
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If we teach today, as we taught yesterday, then we rob our children of tomorrow.

--John Dewey
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READY?

You Can Do It!
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CLICK FOR RESOURCES
Creating your Virtual Museum in ThingLink
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1. Customize a Virtual Museum Image in Google Draw

(Directions available in my resources)
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2.

a. Sign up for a 
**ThingLink Premium Demo Account**
(Teacher accounts provide a joining code for free student accounts)
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### Plans for teachers, schools and districts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIC EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Try the image editor. No classroom management.</td>
<td>SIGN UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PREMIUM TEACHER</strong></td>
<td>Starting from $35/year</td>
<td>Image, video &amp; 360 editors. Classroom management. Single teacher.</td>
<td>GET STARTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PREMIUM SCHOOLS &amp; DISTRICTS</strong></td>
<td>Starting from $500/year</td>
<td>Image, video &amp; 360 editors. Classroom management. Multiple teachers.</td>
<td>GET STARTED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Check out ThingLink for schools**
3. Creating your Virtual Museum in ThingLink

Login to ThingLink and select the create button
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3.a Upload your customized Virtual Museum image

Uploading Your Customized Image into ThingLink
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3.b

Rename your image
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3.c

Begin adding tags!
(This makes your image interactive!)
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Customize your tags
(Available in ThingLink Premium)
What can I put/link in my tag?

- Links:
  - Video
  - Google Doc
  - MyMaps
  - Website
  - Apps: Flipgrid

- Text
- Images
- Audio

url: bit.ly/arcadia18thinglink
Tag Content:
Remember to Save your tag content!
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Save your Museum edits... often
THE 5TH ANNUAL THINGLINK TEACHER CHALLENGE
IMMERSIVE STORYTELLING ACROSS THE GLOBE
SIGN UP TODAY!
bit.ly/arcadia18thinglink
ABOUT THE THINGLINK TEACHER CHALLENGE

Immersive Storytelling Across the Globe

ThingLink Teacher Challenge 2018

Interactive Modules
Discussion Forums
Webinars On Demand

#TLChallenge
Susan Oxnevad
@ThingLink_EDU
Thanks for providing your feedback! Please click here.